Hydration and dewetting near fluorinated superhydrophobic plates.
The water dynamics near nanoscale fluorinated (CF(3)(CF(2))(7)(CH(2))(2)SiH(3)) monolayers (plates) as well as possible dewetting transitions in-between two such plates have been studied with molecular dynamics simulations in this paper. A "weak water depletion" is found near the single fluorinated surface, with an average water density in the first solvation shells 6-8% lower than its hydrogenated counterpart. The fluorinated molecules are also found to be water impermeable, consistent with experimental findings. More surprisingly, a dewetting transition is found in the interplate region with a critical distance D(c) of 10 A (3-4 water diameters) for double plates with 8 x 8 molecules each (plate size approximately 4 nm x 4 nm). This transition, although occurring on a microscopic length scale, is reminiscent of a first-order phase transition from liquid to vapor. The unusual superhydrophobicity of fluorocarbons is found to be related to their larger size (or surface area) as compared to hydrocarbons, which "dilutes" their physical interactions with water. The water-plate interaction profile shows that the fluorinated carbons have a 10-12% weaker water-plate interaction than their hydrogenated counterparts in the nearest solvation shell, even though the fluorocarbons do have a stronger electrostatic interaction with water due to their larger partial charges. However, the van der Waals interactions dominate the water-plate interaction within the nearest shell, with up to 90% contributions to the total interaction energy, and fluorocarbons have a noticeably weaker (by 10-15%) van der Waals interaction with water in the nearest shell than do hydrocarbons. Both the slightly weaker water-plate interaction and larger surface area contribute to the stronger dewetting transition in the current fluorinated carbon plates.